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Synopsis 
There’s something powerful about being likeable      
that lots of people are willing to invest a lot of           
money on it. They go to cosmetic specialists and         
facial surgeons just to be likeable to people. But         
the fact is, likeability is never in one’s physical         
appearance alone—it’s in your inner self, first       
and foremost.  

My physical features, particularly my face, aren’t       
supposed to be likeable. For one thing, my face         
is like rocky road. When it comes to physical         
appearance, I used to be a weakling. No clothes         
made me look good because I was slim and         
pot-bellied, with no butt to talk of and with skinny          
legs that fit pants clumsily when I wore them. 

But then one day, I found a way to be easily           
likeable despite my looks. I want to share it with          
you here. Who knows.. 
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INTRO 
It may be preposterous to say it, but it’s true—I          
was a mischievous kid that few moms of my         
friends liked. I often got into trouble and their         
kids usually ended up hurt because of me.  

In grade school, I had a knack for giving my          
classmates and other kids insulting nicknames      
that made them cry. I was some kind of a bully           
and other kids hated me for it. Almost nobody         
liked me as a kid! 

But things changed a bit in high school when I          
found myself in a rough public campus far from         
my hometown—in unfamiliar territory and away      
from my turf—and where real bullies reigned.       
The neighborhood was known to be a breeding        
ground for street-kid toughies and the teachers       
in the school had to be tougher than street-kid         
toughies to be able to deal with them.  

Seeing how the real toughies bullied weak kids        
made me realize my own wrongs in grade        
school when I had given kids there a tough time.          
I repented and changed, but that didn’t make me         
safe from the high school toughies that       
threatened me then. Well, they never bullied me        
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directly, but they did my friends, and somehow I         
was affected.  

That’s when I started realizing the simple and        
practical social principles of being easily likable,       
especially in a tough neighborhood.  

You see, it was a miracle for someone like me,          
who grew up in a safe, secured subdivision        
community, not just to survive a tough       
neighborhood but also get respected in it! I even         
had real bullies in my company of friends treat         
me like big boss, not because I was tough but          
because of how I related to them! That early, I          
knew how to “psychologize” people so they’d get        
to like me!  

Even school teachers and heads began picking       
me as leader of my class and the clubs I joined           
in, and it was definitely not because of talent or          
intellect or looks.  

From high school to college and professional       
practice, I gradually learned more about human       
behavior and thinking, people’s propensities and      
preferences, and how to affect or influence them        
with simple strategies to get them to favor you.  
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In short, I discovered that most people,       
especially difficult people, had weak spots in       
them that are actually easy to tickle. That is, if          
you know where and how. 

In college, I became active in a fraternity known         
for easily getting into serious, deadly troubles.       
But since I already knew some principles on        
being likable, I seldom got into serious trouble.  

And then out of college and trying my hands at          
different jobs and in various careers, I was often         
given favors during job interviews and job       
promotions, holding top key positions in top       
companies even when I didn’t have any school        
credentials or diploma to show for it. I was a          
college dropout. 

Yes, you can be promoted to a high position,         
even if you have rivals coming from top        
universities, and even if you’re an      
undergraduate! So, if you only finished high       
school or some college, there’s a big chance of         
getting a promotion if you know how to be easily          
likable to most people. I did. 

And much later, I became a church minister of a          
major local church in the city, often faced with         
gargantuan problems that frequently involved     
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the clashing of strong personalities and factions       
in church. Some of them were rich and        
influential folks. But I always remained on top of         
the situations, thank God! 

Later, I became training and marketing director       
of a sales company where I had to survive more          
office politics, and I did. The company owners        
even liked me and wanted to retain me while         
kicking other officers out. 

And it all had to do with learning the secrets of           
how to be easily likable to most people, and         
learning all the principles by God’s grace.  

I realize that today, this is among the pressing         
needs of the times—how to be easily likeable to         
people—your parents, your kids, your boss, your       
teachers, the applicant interviewer, your spouse,      
your in-laws, neighbors, difficult people,     
and—you wouldn’t believe this—even unfriendly     
sales ladies in shops or malls. 

If you conquer human behavior and proclivities,       
you are more than halfway to conquering life        
and reaching the success that God meant for        
you. 
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Be Easily Likable to 
YOU! 
Okay, first things first—be easily likable to       
yourself. If you don’t like yourself, no one else         
ever will. Your likability is determined alone by        
how much you like yourself. I’m not talking about         
selfishness, self-centeredness or self worship;     
I’m talking about being comfortable about who       
and what you are now and making the most of it. 

Accepting who and what you are.  

You don’t have to make a list of what you ought           
to be so you can like yourself. I’m talking about          
taking an inventory of what you already have        
and liking everything you find—pros and cons.  

A key factor here is being content of who you          
are and what you have now and thanking God         
sincerely for them. This is vital—without this you        
cannot go on to the next chapter and appreciate         
it.  

You cannot like yourself if you fervently wished        
you were someone else—like your idol or       
favorite movie star or the owner of the huge         
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mansion or posh cars in your neighborhood, or        
your more successful sibling or classmate or       
officemate, or your rivals.  

You have to be content at being yourself and         
believe that God has a perfect plan for your life.          
Something good is going to result from       
everything that is happening to you now. If you         
believe this (and you have to if you want to like           
yourself), other people will eventually find you       
likable as well.  

In a sense, you have to like and use your own           
product first before you can sell it. 

You don’t have to have a perfectly happy life         
going to like yourself. In fact, you can be in a lot            
of difficulties right now and still be able to like          
yourself. I and my wife have been through a lot          
of tough times together—some people disliking      
us and putting us down, with seeming failures        
right and left, things we tried that never worked         
out, and lots of other disappointments that made        
our lives like one big massive frustration.  

But with God and his truth in the bible, we          
continuously find powerful reasons to like (not       
just love) ourselves so that in the process, many         
of those who disliked us also saw powerful        
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reasons why they should like us—at least even        
for the time being—whether they liked it or not.         
Yes, it sounds absurd but it’s true.  

If you know how to use the principles of likability          
and especially its power to influence people,       
you’d see how it can easily turn the tables         
around in your favor without meaning to.       
Suddenly, your haters and detractors begin to       
like you (or at least take your side and agree          
with you) and exert efforts at making you like         
them. Many of my detractors actually pursued       
after my consent eventually or made effort to be         
on my side.  

But the first principle here is, you should        
honestly like yourself.  

And it’s not about building a false image of         
yourself so you’d get to like it; it’s about knowing          
yourself well, knowing your strengths and      
weaknesses—accepting them, and then making     
the most of them—both strengths and      
weaknesses. 

Liking Your “Ugliness” 

Let’s say you’re ugly—oops! I know lots of folks         
won’t agree with me here, and they’d quote        
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noble-sounding phrases on how no one is ugly        
or how everyone is beautiful in his or her own          
right or how the Creator never created anything        
ugly.  

That’s all garbage. 

Be honest and see that there are beautiful and         
ugly people around. That’s why there’s the word        
“ugly” because it exists. That’s why not every        
woman can join the Miss Universe tilt. 

Don’t lie to yourself. It does not lead to healthy          
self-acceptance but to self-deceit and     
self-conceit where you create false images of       
yourself. 

God did not do wrong when he created ugly but          
it was done for a good purpose---all things work         
together for good. 

If you go rejecting truth about ugly things, you’d         
never come face to face with the truth about you          
(if you’re ugly), never accept your real self, and         
never like yourself genuinely. You will remain       
hiding behind your defense mechanism forever,      
living a never ending life of assertiveness,       
conceitedness and forcing yourself on people.  
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This is the reason why many people think they         
need to prove or assert themselves over       
others—they always need to verify or prove       
something. They badly seek recognition and      
appreciation and crave for awards, citation, and       
tributes. You see them always insisting on how        
beautiful or intelligent they are so that you        
sometimes wonder if their stubborn and vocal       
insistence means they doubt their own      
words—they doubt their own claim to beauty. 

They hunger for these—they need them in life.        
In fact, this is their life. They live for this and           
spend a lot of money, time and energy and even          
travel the whole world for it. If you happen to          
disagree with me on this matter, please just read         
on. You don’t need to believe what you read         
here, but just keep an open mind. 

Now, why do some people, who don’t believe        
there are ugly people, keep seeking recognition?       
It’s because they never come into honest terms        
with themselves—they choose to live in a       
make-believe world where everything and     
everyone is beautiful, that they should assert       
their right to being seen as beautiful, their right         
to equality.  
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Needing to prove you are something or       
someone means it hasn’t been proven yet. So        
you work hard at it, trying to get everyone’s         
attention, or begging it.  

But if you’ve come into terms with yourself        
honestly (come to terms wit truth), the issue is         
over. There’s nothing more to prove. You know        
who you are. You easily find your proper place         
(so you don’t have to assert yourself). You live         
life peacefully. Then you find yourself easy to        
like. 

That’s when you have the power or influence        
that makes people like you and even admire        
you. 

There were really handsome and talented guys       
who told me how they secretly admired and        
envied me. I was shocked! I mean, these guys         
had everything good going for them. And they        
envied me? 

Fact is, this world and this life run on the          
principle of opposites—hot and cold, hard and       
soft, difficult and easy, good and bad, strong and         
weak, winner and loser, life and death—and of        
course, beautiful and ugly. As long as you are in          
this world and life, you’d see opposites around        
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you. Not all foods should be eaten hot. To         
appreciate the new there should be the old to         
compare it with—and the same with beauty and        
ugly. It would be absurd to claim that “nobody’s         
old” and then there you are with a lot of wrinkles. 

In heaven, opposites are nonexistent. There’s      
just the good and the beautiful, period. But here,         
opposites are part of life. They are even        
necessary for creating perfect conditions here.      
The “inevitables.” 

So, going back to our premise above—let’s say        
you’re ugly. You look yourself in the mirror and         
see your flat nose, thick lips, curly hair, fat belly,          
and perhaps acne riddled face. You have to look         
hard and tell yourself, “Yes, I’m ugly.” You        
swallow that truth and absorb it into your soul         
and spirit. 

Or say, ugliness is not your issue. Outwardly,        
you look okay. It’s just that you’re not easily         
likeable to most people. Yup, there are people        
like that---though looking good, they’re not easy       
to like nonetheless.  

Now, don’t fool yourself and insist that people        
like you, brainwashing yourself with falsehood.      
Lies like that will never end up in positive         
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energy. Falsehood attracts falsehood, and what      
you’d attract are people who are false, saying        
they like you or pretending to like you but they          
don’t. 

So what should you do? Tell yourself the truth.         
“Okay, I’m not likeable to most people.” Face it.         
And then tell yourself, “So what?” It’s no big         
deal. God has good plans even for ugly or         
unlikeable people like me. 

Saying, “So what?” doesn’t mean you don’t care        
one bit and have no plan to change anything.         
This just means you’re going to change—not for        
people—but for yourself because success often      
means working well with other people. 

Always start with truth about yourself. Know the        
truth and the truth shall set you free! 

You know what this does in you? It demolishes         
wrong foundations and false self images. It       
clears up everything so you can lay a solid         
foundation—a real one—and start re-building     
realistically up from there. You know why this is         
important? So you can become genuinely meek       
and truthful. Meekness and truthfulness are      
foundations necessary for getting a likable      
image later. False self-image and pretentions      
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will just end up in self conceit, pride and         
arrogance. 

The bible keeps telling believers that formerly       
they were sinners and deserving hell. They have        
to face that truth. There was nothing good in         
them. In fact, their kindest act of charity was         
nothing but filthy rags in God’s eyes. They have         
to swallow that truth—that they were not just        
ugly to God, they were condemned to be        
destroyed. They were rejects. 

Now, why does the bible say that? To put them          
down? Definitely not. This is said to build the         
right foundation into them devoid of any wrong        
assumption or wrong self-image or any      
falsehood. They are saved only by grace!       
Nothing more! God wants genuine meekness,      
“lest anyone should boast.” No need to assert        
yourself or prove anything. 

But other preachers want them to believe       
otherwise. They tell people how great and       
important they really are in God’s eyes, and that         
God cannot do what he has to do without them!          
Have you heard that garbage preaching? 

False foundations made of wrong assumptions      
and false self images later create a monster of a          
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self-conceited, arrogant individual in    
you—someone always in competition with     
others, someone who thinks he is better than the         
next person, someone always out to prove his        
worth. And someone who never tires of       
promoting himself, although everyone has grown      
tired of him. Someone always talking about       
himself and his achievements. Nobody likes      
that. 

Well, these individuals do get very successful.       
You see them getting awards after awards and        
occupying the highest positions. But later on, if        
you can get closer into their private lives, you’d         
discover that they are the most miserable. They        
never get any satisfaction and feel they ought to         
always do something outstanding to be      
acceptable. In the end, nobody likes them. Yes,        
they are decorated and respected and moneyed       
and looked up to—but nobody likes them.  

Now, some people will say they “like” people        
who they really don’t like. They say this mostly         
because they want to have the same       
achievements these people have, or they want       
to ride on the popularity of these people or earn          
the same amount of money they have earned,        
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so they hang around them in hopes of catching         
some of their fame and success.  

In this sense, it’s not the “successful” people        
themselves that are liked by people but their        
successes, achievements, possessions, fame or     
money. And that’s not the likability we want        
here.  

We’re talking of being liked for your character        
and life—even if you don’t have much money or         
power. We want people to like you because you         
are a good person, so they give you their trust          
and give you favor. 

I tell you, it’s a powerful experience to get         
people to like you even if you have no material          
possessions, money, or title or degree. And for        
this to happen, you need to genuinely like        
yourself first. And the first step is facing the         
whole truth about you and nothing but the truth,         
and accepting it with all your heart. 

Next Big Step 

And then, after you have accepted yourself       
wholeheartedly—and in this example we said      
earlier that let’s assume you are ugly—you then        
tell yourself, “But then, so what?” 
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So what if you’re ugly? 

Analyze this carefully and examine the facts: 

▪ It’s not a sin to be ugly. You’re not doing          
anything bad. God is never displeased      
with you because you’re ugly. There are a        
lot of beautiful people out there who do a         
lot of wrong things—and make others      
suffer for it—and that is wrong and ugly.        
Being ugly physically isn’t. 
 

▪ Ugly is not a disease. You won’t die of it,          
so why worry? It’s a challenge, and only        
strong people are given it. The weak are        
given less challenges so they are given       
good looks.  
 

▪ I’d like to repeat what I just said—only the         
truly strong are given this challenge. The       
weak cannot survive a minute if given this        
test. Do you realize this? So, in his mercy,         
God just made them beautiful or      
handsome because they won’t be able to       
survive the tough times you’re going      
through. YOU ARE STRONG! Well, of      
course beautiful people seem to have the       
most colorful and happiest lives, but that’s       
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just people’s assumption—that all    
beautiful people are happy and     
blessed—and often such assumptions are     
wrong. Take away their beauty and good       
looks and look what they have left—look       
at how most of them severely lack       
character and strength that can survive      
tough situations. I’ve seen how most of       
them easily give up at the slightest signs        
of difficulties. Most of them have been       
pampered by their good looks. 
 

▪ You are given this challenge because God       
knows your capacity and potential. He      
believes in you. 
 

▪ You are given the challenge for a       
purpose—to test the hearts of other      
people (by how they react toward you)       
and to prove to all that true worth and         
success are never by how one looks on        
the outside but how God sees you on the         
inside. This is, if you’re willing to be        
instrumental in this regard. 

Don’t laugh, but sometimes being ugly is a        
privilege. The more you are despised and       
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rejected, the more you have God’s favor. So,        
cheer up! Being ugly is not that bad after all!  

So, can you now genuinely like yourself despite        
the odds? Can you honestly look in the mirror         
and admit that you’re ugly---and actually like the        
idea? If so, then you can start saying this to          
yourself: 

“I may be ugly, but I like myself—and especially         
thankful for the way God made me—and this is         
because he has a great and unique plan for me!” 

Already Good Looking? 

Do you know that some good-looking people are        
still unlikable (as mentioned earlier)? You see       
them looking like gods or goddesses as far as         
looks are concerned, or already moneyed and       
generously giving, and yet most people still hate        
them. 

Well, frankly, if this is your problem, I can’t help          
you out much—I haven’t had the experience of        
being good-looking or rich and still hated by        
people. You probably need another e-book to       
read. But probably the principles here can also        
apply to you—because you want to be likeable.        
So, just read on. Who knows? 
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Same Principle for the Sick or Poor 

The same principle can be used if you are         
seriously sick. Don’t tell a lie by denying that you          
are sick. Some church people think that healing        
faith is denying your sickness. If you tell them,         
“I’m sick with fever,” they rebuke you and say,         
“You shouldn’t say that! No believer should say        
he is sick. Just declare healing!” 

God never operates on lies. If you are sick, say          
so. Admit the truth. Then ask for healing. Jesus         
once asked a guy, “What do you want me to do           
for you?” The guy said, “Lord, I want to see!” 

Jesus didn’t tell him: “You shouldn’t say that! No         
believer should be blind!” Or, “God never       
created blind people!” St. Paul told Timothy to        
drink some wine along with water for his        
stomach ailment. He didn’t tell Timothy:      
“Servants of God cannot get sick! Your frequent        
stomach ailments are just your imagination!” 

If you’re seriously sick, admit the facts and then         
like yourself. Like the life God gave you. Don’t         
like the ailment, but like yourself and the        
possibilities God put in your life. And don’t be a          
pain in the neck to the people around you just          
because you’re sick. God gave you that       
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challenge and the thing is to be a likable person          
despite of it. Then you get healed! 

 

Liked is Healed! 
Once you stop disliking your true self, people        
begin to like you and you get healed—not        
because of the medicines you are taking or the         
medical treatment you are getting, but because       
of the psychological and emotional benefits of       
liking yourself. God said to love your neighbor as         
yourself. So, you have to love yourself. 

The positive energy derived from it and from        
what God has in store for you despite your         
situation gets rid of stress that creates free        
radicals and harmful chemical reactions in you       
that started your ailment in the first place. 

Not only that, once you start liking yourself,        
genuine overall healing starts—spiritual,    
physical, mental, emotional, social, and     
hopefully, financial. And a healed person doesn’t       
need to keep proving himself. He doesn’t need        
to challenge people around to punch or kick him         
just to prove that he is physically strong now. He          
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just lives daily life with good health and strong         
body. That’s all. He starts living a simple and         
meek life, too—because he is healed. Unhealed       
people—whether physically, spiritually,   
emotionally socially or whatever—often have     
character issues. They can’t easily like people       
because they don’t like themselves. So it’s hard        
liking them as well.  

But if you like yourself as God likes you, you’re          
healed! The genuine healing will attract curiosity.  

People will notice. Somebody said a lighthouse       
doesn’t need to shout out loud to tell people that          
it is a lighthouse. All it needs to do is shine—act           
like a lighthouse. Soon even people who hate        
you will have to admit that you’ve got light in          
you. They will admit that you shine, though        
probably hate admitting it. Then they need to        
read this e-book because they probably hate       
themselves, too. 

People will begin liking you without having to        
promote or campaign yourself. This was why       
crowds flocked to Jesus without him advertising       
himself. He simply shone. If you like yourself,        
you’re healed! You begin to be your true self.         
And once you don’t have struggles or issues        
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about yourself anymore, the tendency is to stop        
being a pain in the neck to people. You learn to           
live and let live.  

People only become bothersome or difficult to       
other people when they have things about them        
or their lives that they’re not satisfied with.  

In short, they’re not yet healed, emotionally or        
mentally. There’s still pain somewhere and they       
find it hard to get along with most folks around          
them. They always need to prove their worth.        
They make people’s lives miserable and other       
people’s lives make them miserable, too.  

But if you easily like people around you no         
matter what their idiosyncrasies are, it reflects       
your healed personality. All of us have flaws and         
not all of us are healed of them. You may be a            
jealous person but if you’re healed, the tendency        
won’t master you anymore. Your self-control will       
see to it that your healed aura naturally        
manifests more than your tendency to be       
jealous. The feeling of jealousy may make itself        
felt for, say, 2 to 3 seconds (tempting you to          
react), but your healed character kicks it off at         
once.  
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That healed character, in turn, makes other       
people easily like you—because they feel comfy       
with you. Even in the medical world, it’s a lot          
more comfy to be with healed people than with         
sick people who may transfer the ailment to you         
or even create a breakout or epidemic.  

A lot of people today are sick. Did you know          
that? And they’re mostly sick with emotional       
pains and sorrows and agonies embedded deep       
within them and which they hang on to. They’re         
hard to please and they set high standards they         
themselves never attain. When others can’t get       
along with them, they feel strangely elated,       
thinking that no one good enough can cope up         
with their high standards.  

And that is ugly. 

If you are like this, you won’t be easily likable to           
most people, except perhaps your mother—or      
would she? And if you have people in your life          
who are like this, the best antidote is to like          
yourself first. Get healed first before you heal        
those around you! 

Unlikable People Are Out to Hurt 
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People who are hard to like (because they’re        
ugly on the inside) are often out to hurt other          
people. They need it and are even addicted to it.          
They enjoy insulting, degrading, banishing,     
rejecting, and putting down people. They get so        
much fun out of these things. If you haven’t         
learned to like yourself, you will be easy prey to          
them. And soon, you’ll be like them, too. 

But the best antidote against them is to like         
yourself the way God likes you. If you are         
healed, no amount of affliction from them can        
hurt or affect you. Yes, it would be tough at          
times and you’d probably feel some pain, but        
you easily brush it off or shake off the dust from           
your feet. You easily recover like a resilient        
bamboo tree.  

A touch or tap can only hurt wounded people.         
But if you’re healed and there’s nothing there        
except scars, no amount of touching or tapping        
will hurt.  

Imagine If Cruel People Can like You 

Hurt people who love hurting others love it so         
much if you allow them to vent their malice on          
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you—they try to hurt you and you simply shrug it          
off and smile.  

They get an ego boost when they are able to          
hurt or insult people, and if you don’t complain         
and are a willing punching bag to their attacks,         
they begin to like you. You become easily likable         
to them and soon enjoy their favor. 

Just imagine—if cruel people get to like you        
easily, then it’s a piece of cake getting ordinary         
folks to like you. Right? 

But how about your dignity, you may ask. Well,         
here’s the good news. My experience has been        
that difficult people vent their bad attitude on me         
but eventually learn to respect me, too. It’s weird         
but it’s true. I manage to pull this off and I’ll tell            
you how in this e-book. And the first step is to           
make sure you really like yourself and you are         
healed of any emotional struggles or battles       
within you—healed of any hurt ego—that make       
you reject yourself or your life. 

So ask yourself and answer honestly—do you       
like yourself and the life God gave you? I don’t          
mean liking the bad things happening in your life         
or your ailments or the lack of money—I mean         
how you see your potentials and weaknesses or        
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challenges and the possibilities in your life that        
can happen with God’s grace. 

Second, ask yourself if you have the meekness        
and simplicity to accept everything in your life,        
including limitations, and aim to improve yourself       
without comparing yourself with others or      
wishing you were somebody else. 

Prideful people will never allow themselves to be        
punching bags of difficult people. They’d always       
fight or oppose them because often, pride       
means being unhealed and you need to show        
people who you are. The need to prove yourself         
to people is always a sure sign of being         
unhealed. 

But why be a punching bag to difficult people to          
be liked by them? And how would that result to          
your being respected eventually by cruel      
people? 
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Boxers Need Punching   
Bags 
You have to understand that boxers need       
punching bags. They can’t imagine life without       
them. Boxers may look like they hate punching        
bags so much when they workout (punching       
them a lot without mercy), but actually, they like         
punching bags a lot! 

And they have high respects for heavy bags. Try         
telling professional boxers how you train in       
boxing without using heavy bags and see what        
they’d tell you. “You can’t do that and be a real           
professional!” is what they’d probably say.      
They’d spend lots of money just to get the right          
bag they want. 

If you become this punching bag to difficult        
people, you become indispensable and soon      
they see your true worth and watch out that they          
don’t offend you---because they have learned to       
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need you so much and become dependent on        
you.  

Yeah, initially, you have to take punches left and         
right. But the moment they see how they need         
you so badly, they’d change their attitude. I        
know this for a fact. I’ve served as a punching          
bag to several difficult people. In the end, I         
became indispensable to them and highly      
respected. In the end, they took care not to hurt          
me at all. 

I mean, who else would want to be punching         
bag to them? Not many that I know of. We are a            
rare treasure. Even if they have all the money in          
the world, buying punching bags like us isn’t        
easy. And we can’t be bought, mind you. We         
serve because we’re healed. And we can       
choose to end the service anytime we want, not         
because we’ve come to hate serving them, but        
because we need to go on to the next level to           
succeed in life. 

What’s a “Punching Bag”? 

Punching bags in human relations are folks who        
are used to getting or suffering the ire of other          
people. Some call them fall guys—they aren’t       
the ones at fault and yet they suffer the penalty.          
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Some are amateur fall guys (and remain that        
way all their lives) and some are professional fall         
guys (they conquer people in the end). In this         
e-book, I want you to learn how to be a          
professional fall guy. 

Some people were created to be punching bags        
to people who love punching people around. But        
most people react negatively when punched and       
rebel.  

Some people immediately get out of that scene        
to look for more “peaceful” scenarios, not       
realizing there aren’t “more peaceful scenarios”      
in real life, unless you were created to be a          
puncher. Boxers are everywhere. Anywhere you      
try to settle quietly, boxers are bound to appear.  

Life in general is a boxing ring. You’re a boxer, a           
defender, a punching bag, a referee, a coach, or         
the audience. Choose one. 

Well, the audience is often also all of the above.          
But there are individuals who are like       
me—especially designed to be punching bags.      
They’ve expertly learned to take in and roll with         
the punches instead of blocking or evading       
them. And they’ve learned that in life, someone        
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is bound to punch you, even if you were created          
to be a puncher. 

Yup, even punchers get punched. 

I’ve seen it—tough punchers who also get       
punched by tougher punchers, and so on. I pity         
them and other folks who are not aware of the          
boxing ring they’re in because when they get        
punched, they never realize what hit them. They        
don’t have the punching bag wisdom to become        
likeable to most people in the end. 

A lot of people want to stay out of it all. But you             
can’t escape it—unless you learn how to defeat        
the system. Even staying in the audience area        
won’t keep you safe. Sooner or later, the person         
sitting next to you—or behind you—will turn out        
to be an aspiring boxer and practice on you.         
Then you suddenly find yourself in a boxing        
arena, fighting for your life.  

Well, you can choose to be a contender or a          
punching bag. Contenders are those who keep       
fighting back and never learn. They fight back to         
get a trophy, which is useless. Punching bags,        
on the other hand, know how fighting back is         
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stupid and instead, master the system and       
defeat it at its own game. 

Amateur Bags 

Amateur punching bags are people willing to be        
subordinates to bossy people and suffer their       
bad attitude—all their lives. They never graduate       
and go to the next higher level because they         
either don’t know how or love the way things are          
already. They suffer the brunt of the immaturity        
and rottenness of punchers—difficult people     
who love hurting others, especially emotionally      
and mentally, insulting them, putting them down,       
shaming them in public, yelling at them, the        
works.  

Amateurs never learn because they fail to       
assess themselves and the situation they are in        
accurately. They fail to note the weaknesses of        
punchers. You want to know the common       
weakness of punchers? They often give      
everything they got and get off balance and get         
exhausted.  

For instance, they can’t tolerate even small, tiny,        
minuscule mistakes. Once they see them, they       
feast on them. They release their full energy on         
anger. They love seeing people’s mistakes and       
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enjoy attacking them full-swing. If they single       
you out with their rottenness, nothing you do is         
right to them. So, most people are scared of         
them.  

To many who do not understand boxing (I’m a         
5th dan blackbelt Filipino martial arts instructor       
so I know boxing well), it looks powerful. Difficult         
people seem to wield power to most       
people—except to professional punching bags.     
Professionals know how weak these people are       
and know how to manage them easily. 

Professional Bags 

Pros seem weak but they fool most punchers        
with that. Punchers just love it when they see         
their victims fall prey to them helplessly. That’s        
their weakness, their imbalance, and punching      
bag pros know how to use this against        
punchers. Pros know when to show a       
semblance of weakness and when to show their        
true inner strength when the right time comes. 

Here’s the principle: you have to tickle their ego         
first before you can take them down to        
submission. Pros should be experts at this.       
Remember, if you can get difficult people to like         
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you—and even submit to you—it will be easy to         
make yourself likeable to most people. 

Summary 

So far, this is what we have tackled. You need a           
solid foundation of truth about yourself. Be       
honest and assess your strength and      
weaknesses, and then admit them all to       
yourself. If you’re downright ugly, slightly ugly,       
poor, a weakling, sickly, or good looking yet still         
unlikeable, whatever, admit it. 

Then, tell yourself that the negatives are really        
not that big of a problem. They’re easy to         
overcome. Thus you tell yourself, “So what?” 

Now, watch this—your “weaknesses” are really      
your strengths when it comes to being likeable        
to people, if you know what to do. Make sure to           
know what to do and really do it. Otherwise,         
admitting your weaknesses and doing nothing      
about them will result to nothing. 

Finally, aim to be a professional punching bag. 
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How to Graduate from    
Being Punching Bag 
Are you really excited about graduation?      
Excitement only comes if you don’t plan to be         
punching bag to somebody forever—though life      
as a punching bag goes on. The main thing is,          
don’t stick to one and the same puncher all your          
life.  

It’s like school. Don’t plan to stick to grade         
school forever. Plan to graduate. But schooling       
doesn’t stop after graduation. You have to learn        
more as you advance and encounter new levels        
of learning. 

Understand that, even if you become a referee        
or coach (I hope you won’t end up a puncher,          
defender, or contender), you’re still in the boxing        
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arena. As long as you’re there, someone’s       
bound to punch you.  

Okay, let’s say you get out of the boxing arena          
and cross the street outside to a music theater.         
There may not be any puncher there, but you         
have critics, and cruel at that. They criticize your         
singing or musical instrument playing. You say       
you won’t compete? It’s easier said than done.        
When I was young and idealistic, I also told that          
myself, to no avail.  

You’d rather play basketball, then? There are       
punchers there, too. You’d rather paint pictures       
then, or carve images? You’d have worse critics        
there. How about doing a solo proprietorship?       
You’re bound to have a customer-puncher      
sooner or later. 

You see, there’s no escape. The only alternative        
is to master likeability and manage (or       
manipulate) punchers wisely. And before your      
master’s degree comes, you need to graduate       
from college first. I hope this ebook helps you         
pass the exams. 

So here are tips on how to conquer punchers         
and have a personality easily likeable to them: 
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Read Books 

Knowledge is power. People are somewhat      
“obligated” to respect intelligent people. I don’t       
know why, but it’s a fact of life. You cannot fool           
the clever and get away with it. Somehow,        
implicitly, almost all people—rich and     
poor—have this view of highly knowledgeable      
and intellectual people.  

People are often apprehensive when they’re to       
meet someone with, say, four college degrees, 3        
master’s degrees, and a doctorate degree.      
Aren’t you? They’d think 10 times—no 20       
times—before making a punching bag of      
degreed people.  

If you are a titled and degreed individual, then         
this isn’t a problem to you. You most likely enjoy          
a great deal of respect from people, whether        
you’re moneyed or not.  

But what if you’re not? You’re most likely        
ignored or discarded by most people. Worse if        
you don’t have money. Right? 

How do you protect yourself? It’s probably too        
late for you to get 3 more college degrees or a           
master’s degree or a doctorate degree.  
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But you can start reading books.  

I’ll tell you a powerful secret: reading       
books—lots of them—is deadlier than getting      
degrees or titles or positions. If you are extra         
smart and wise and yet you just have an         
ordinary college degree (or you’re just an       
undergraduate like me), the more punchers will       
fear you. Did you know that?  

Punchers are scared of those who managed to        
be smart and wise by themselves. No one        
taught them (they taught themselves) and that       
makes them deadlier and scarier. 

You’re fearsome if you have advanced      
post-graduate degrees. But you’re much, much      
more fearsome if you don’t have any of that and          
yet are highly intellectual—sometimes, more     
intellectual than highly degreed people. You’d      
see how punchers act with fear and trembling        
each time they see you—even degreed      
punchers. 

I started reading a lot of books (and I mean a lot)            
once I realized how knowledge is real power,        
and once I realized it was impossible for me to          
continue my schooling. I read every book I got         
my hands on—traditional and progressive     
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politics, world affairs, economics, history, PR,      
human relations, sales and marketing, speeches      
of presidents, Reader’s Digest, inspiration,     
poems, public speaking, professional writing,     
fiction, health and medical science, alternative      
medicine, and the bible, of course. I still enjoy         
reading books (and e-books) today. 

Read and understand what you read. Enrich       
your vocabulary. Study new things. Analyze.      
Also improve your speaking and writing abilities.       
Once you reach a certain expertise on these,        
you’d see how your life changes. You become        
awesome. People begin to see you differently.  

You say you’re not smart enough to read books         
and understand them. You say you’re only a        
high school student? 

You can be a mere grade 6 finisher and yet read           
a lot of books. How much more if you finished          
high school? Anyone can do this. Anyone can        
be smart and intelligent. 

I used to be a moron. No kidding. I failed my           
subjects, didn’t know how to talk to people,        
hated reading anything, couldn’t write a      
sentence in english without wrong grammar, and       
my friends laughed at me because I was an         
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idiot. My mom was mad at me for being required          
to attend Saturday remedial classes. 

But I thought—how did a smart guy get to be          
smart? Nobody was born smart. Our minds       
came empty when we were born. We all had to          
start somewhere. A few were fortunate enough       
to have smart parents to serve as inspiration        
and get some smart genes from. But the rest of          
us had to start from zero. 

And it all has to do with reading. Without reading          
your mind is zero. You can also learn from what          
images your eyes see, but your eyes reading        
words processed by your brain is something       
else.  

When words become flesh in your mind, that        
equates to powerful knowledge! The bible      
doesn’t say, “And the image became flesh and        
dwelt among us.” It says “the Word became        
flesh and dwelt among men.” The Word took        
form and assumed meaning. The same thing       
with words in our minds. Let it take form and          
meaning in your life. It’s powerful! 

I transformed with reading. I practiced the way I         
spoke and wrote—to make sure I sounded       
professional and intelligent—and I saw myself      
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becoming another human being. I didn’t get rich        
or became propertied, but I became powerful       
nonetheless. My friends saw me a different       
person. They try now and then to land a punch          
on me, but they see that their punches are         
nothing. They see how I’m always in       
control—and that they can’t just punch me and        
get away with it.  

I never fight them. In fact, I let them punch. But           
they find themselves punching a solid concrete       
wall. 

With knowledge, balancing is easy. You still       
assume a servant’s heart but you make it clear         
to them that you’re not a slave. You aim to be           
intellectual not to get rid of punchers altogether        
from your life but to control and put them in their           
proper places.  

Remember, Jesus said the greatest in his       
Kingdom is the least. To be least, there should         
be people in your life who think they’re greater         
than you are. Punchers. Be their punching bag.        
Being punching bag makes sure you are least.  

Don’t give up being punching bag to people. But         
don’t let anyone enslave you, either. Knowledge       
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will keep slavery away from you. Jesus said,        
“Know the truth and it will set you free.” 

Know the truth. Read books, especially the       
bible. Keep reading. I cannot overemphasize      
this. If you don’t like reading, change and make         
yourself love it. It’s your important ticket to being         
a likable person.  

Sound Powerful 

I also trained myself to speak with authority,        
though never assuming. You should learn to       
speak in a natural tone, coming from your        
diaphragm. It takes less effort to speak that        
way,a nd if you speak effortlessly, you look        
powerful. 

I also trained myself to speak in English well,         
having an American accent. How did I train? I         
merely watched American movies and imitated      
their accent. As they spoke I also spoke in their          
accent. Soon, it became effortless to speak with        
an American accent and grammar. 

Why this need?  
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Because here in the Philippines, people respect       
natives who sound like Americans. They are       
shocked and become easy to convince.  

I’m a humble guy and often quiet and        
simple-looking in person. So I’m easily mistaken       
to be stupid. I like it that way. It keeps punchers           
off guard. And then when I speak, even with a          
short sentence, they get surprised and behave.       
They treat me like I’m an authority---when in fact         
I’m not. They become like that especially when I         
speak in English. And these are degreed people. 

And those with master's and doctorate? They       
have their theses and dissertations edited by       
me. Some of them even ask me to make their          
theses and dissertations, speeches and     
business letters. And I’m just an undergraduate.       
Can you imagine doctors respecting an      
undergraduate? 

Keep Humble 

As you workout being smart with reading, keep        
humble, In fact, as your intellect grows, you        
should become humbler. Never forget that.      
Intelligence plus meekness result to tremendous      
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power—a likeable kind of power. Even God likes        
it. 

You can be powerful with knowledge, but are        
you likeable? Many intelligent people are      
repulsive because of their pride and arrogance.       
Even God was pissed off by Nebuchadnezzar’s       
pride so God demoted him to the level of wild          
animals. As long as you are humble, you are         
God’s friend. And it’s powerful having God as        
your ally. No matter how long you spend time         
with punchers, you’re safe and fearsome if God        
is your ally.  

And if you’re genuinely meek, God will make        
sure your extraordinary powers will be obvious       
to punchers. You don’t have to declare to them         
that you are powerful. Just stay meek and        
simple and God will do the announcement. 

I often see how God does this. Punchers see         
how simple you are and yet they fear you. 

“God opposes the proud but gives grace to the 
humble.” – The Bible 

Well, it doesn’t do you good either to be a          
humble idiot. The most you’d get is pity. You         
should be knowledgeable and meek.  
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All of us can be knowledgeable with hard work         
and patience. Don’t say you don’t have the gift         
or talent for acquiring knowledge. As long as you         
have a normally functioning brain, you can be        
knowledgeable. Just read and stay meek. 

People love being with individuals who are smart        
but humble. It’s easy to see how people can         
easily like you if you’re like that, even if you’re          
ugly. In fact, your ugliness gets melted if you’re         
smart and meek so that people begin to see you          
as a beautiful person—not just beautiful inside       
but outside as well.  

Smart and meek can create that image in and         
on you. And then people who see you will be          
inspired to say how everyone’s beautiful, that no        
one was born ugly. But you know better than         
that, of course. 

Don’t Desire Anything 

Slavery happens the moment you desire      
something. When you desperately need to be       
accepted, loved, and recognized, and if you beg        
for attention, slavery has you by the neck. And         
no one likes slaves. Everybody wants to use        
slaves, but like them? Never. 
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Desire nothing but to improve yourself. If you are         
a broad reader and meek, I’m sure it will be so           
easy to please yourself. Self-improvement can      
go smooth on a daily basis. It’s the very reason I           
enjoy life—I desire nothing but to improve myself        
for God.  

And if in case I fail even to improve myself for           
God, I’m sure God’s grace and my grace for         
myself will take care of everything. No problem. 

If you desire nothing, you can relate with people         
honestly without any strings attached and don’t       
get hurt by punchers or held hostage by them.  

Punchers can turn into fearsome hostage takers,       
mind you. Some of them know how to        
manipulate your desires so that you obey their        
every whim like a slave. They hold you by the          
throat so that you are able to breathe or swallow          
only on their permission. Hence, you cannot just        
leave them or terminate your punching-bag      
contract with them. They treat you bad as long         
as they want and there’s nothing you can do         
about it. 

Ever been in that situation before? You know        
what gave your puncher the power and right to         
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punch you without letup and treat you like trash?         
Your desire. Your desperation. 

As long as that desire is there, your puncher has          
a hold on you. But if you don’t desire anything,          
what is there for him to hold? You’re there as a           
favor to him. “I allow you to punch me because I           
pity you.” That’s your line. It’s powerful. It’s        
radical. 

But if he has a hold on you, you’re there to be            
punched as a favor to you. “I punch you         
because you need me.” 

That sucks. 

This is the reason why bosses go on being         
bullies to their employees and get away with it.         
Employees fear losing their jobs.  

But what if you don’t fear losing your job and          
your boss has learned to let out his stress by          
shouting at you? If you should suddenly resign,        
he has no one else to release his frustrations to.          
If your boss relies on you to pass all blames on           
and you suddenly leave, it will be among his         
worst nightmares. He loses his most important       
asset—his scapegoat! I’m not kidding.  
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Take this true story, for instance. For years, Tom         
(not his real name) has been relegating all his         
responsibilities to his subordinate, John (not his       
real name), with shouts and insults and tirades        
and rants and invectives. So, John gets all the         
burden (plus Tom’s cruelty) while Tom gets all        
the glory when his boss commends him for a         
“job well done.”  

Moreover, other employees in the company see       
how Tom hates John and conclude that John        
probably is a bad employee, so they keep away         
from him.  

John is patient, just riding along nicely, and        
takes everything with a smile and kindness, not        
taking anything personally, being a professional      
punching bag.  

Yes, he needs the job but has the temerity and          
readiness to suddenly leave it, too, anytime,       
unfazed if he suddenly finds himself jobless. “So        
what?” he tells himself. “I can always find        
another one. Or I can be jobless for a         
while—even a long while!” Clearly, he desires       
nothing.  
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Now, when the big boss gets upset over        
something, Tom washes his hands and points to        
John at once so that big boss scolds John.  

But then one day, John suddenly tenders his        
resignation. Tom is shocked! He realizes how he        
knows nothing about everything that John does       
for him. If John leaves, how would he be able to           
run the office when the fact is, he has learned to           
rely on John too much? 

So, Tom is suddenly transformed from a bully        
manager to a kind and polite one, always careful         
about his treatment of John. John remains       
humble—doesn’t take advantage of the situation      
in any way—and maintains his servant attitude.  

People around the company start noticing how       
Tom likes John now. Out of curiosity, they begin         
to be nosy and discover how John is really a          
likeable guy and how his boss cannot exist        
without him. He knows his job so well. And they          
dare not antagonize John because he has       
suddenly become Tom’s favorite. 

Tom learns his lesson well and is actually        
amazed that John remains humble and polite       
despite his previous treatment of him. No sign of         
rebellion or retaliation! Because of this, Tom       
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now has high respect for John. He likes him a          
lot! And he dares not offend him anymore. 

Moreover, Tom now sees that he has no hold on          
John, because John can decide to leave any        
time and then Tom will find himself alone,        
unable to do his job. John desires nothing but to          
improve himself. Tom needs him and John’s       
decision to stay is all out of pity for Tom.  

That’s how you should be likeable to most        
people, even your boss. Without compromise! 

Have a Backup Income Source 

You know why a puncher can easily hold you         
hostage? It’s because of money. Your need for        
money feeds your desire to hold on to        
something that provides you money. So you       
easily get hostaged by punchers. 

In addition, you’re easily liked if you can live         
financially independent. Desire nothing plus     
financially able result to easy likeability. You can        
live like John does anywhere you are—with no        
one having a hold on you—if you have a backup          
income source in case worse comes to worse        
and you need to quit your job than be         
someone’s slave.  
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The same if the issue is about a place to live in.            
It won’t be easy dealing with neighbors who hate         
you if you can’t leave your rented apartment any         
time you want. Then you have a desire—the        
desire to keep your apartment. And that would        
easily make you an amateur punching bag       
everyone in the neighborhood would take      
advantage of. 

The trick here is to stay a semi-professional        
punching bag for a while.  

There was a time I was like this. I was kept in a             
job where my “bosses” dictated what they       
wanted to me. The hard part was that these         
“bosses” were divided into 3 kingdoms, each of        
them fighting each other for supremacy. I had no         
option but to serve as their punching bag. 

The job also provided lodging for my family,        
aside from providing my salary, so I was really a          
hostage to these punchers. I just played along        
cool and patient, keeping all parties happy. But I         
knew it had to stop some time if I still had           
enough self-respect. They liked me a lot and        
when I expressed my intention to resign, they        
were shocked. They tried to delay my       
resignation because they couldn’t run the      
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company by themselves. They realized that      
without me, the company would fall.  

They tried to be nice to me since then—no more          
punching on the bag—but to no avail. I resigned.  

But it was just a bluff.  

They took another guy in after me, but after 6          
months the company collapsed. So one night,       
they called up and begged me to come back.         
Applying the principles here, I humbly      
considered and went back. Besides, I needed       
the money (but of course I didn’t tell them that).          
The resignation was just a bluff, a leverage,        
remember? And thank God, everything worked      
out. I did NOT wish that the company collapse. I          
just knew God would do something to provide        
me an income source. 

So, I went back, but this time with better cards          
under my sleeve. I was patient with them, no         
sign of changing my position of servanthood and        
meekness, no rebelling or retaliation. In fact, I        
think I was nicer this time around. And they were          
real nice to me, too, and regarded me with         
higher respect.  
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But since then, I realized the importance of        
having a backup income source to fall back on in          
case you really need to quit your job and be          
without a salary for a while. Money is important         
to being liked by people and keeping your        
self-respect intact at the same time.  

Poker Face 

It’s extremely important to expertly assume a       
poker face with punchers. Never show them how        
you need the job and never give them a hint of           
how you really feel and what you really think.         
Never show interest about anything. Be serious       
with your job but keep neutral with your show of          
interest. 

If you want to be liked by people, never be          
obvious. The same goes if you want the person         
you have a crush on to like you. Just quietly find           
ways to be needed. Never force yourself on        
anybody.  

As I’ve said, I’m kinda ugly. But believe it or not,           
a lot of pretty girls had a serious crush on me           
when I was in my late teens and in my early 20s.            
I had a crush on some of them, too, but never           
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expressed the fact. I remained looking      
nonchalant.  

My smart class performance, smart ways, gentle       
manner, and kindness however, caught their      
imagination, and soon they were falling for me. I         
can safely say now that they liked me a lot! I           
was able to project to them a kind of knight in           
shining armor image, but who was very       
“uninterested” about them. I was quietly nice and        
friendly to all but never displayed my emotions        
for any of them. They thought I was like James          
Bond who couldn’t fall in love, so manly but         
didn’t have time for serious romance. They’re all        
happily married now as I am, but back then, they          
acted like I was the handsomest guy on earth!         
My goodness. 

Was I? Definitely NOT! But I knew the principles         
of being likeable to people so that even girls I          
had a crush on began liking me despite my         
looks. The principles I share here are really        
effective, like the poker face principle—never      
reveal to anyone your cards, especially your       
best, winning cards. Don’t appear eager to win        
the game. Just sit there and keep simple and         
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nice with a poker face. They like you but they          
don’t know what cards you’re holding. 

Plus other principles—be honest about yourself,      
don’t think of yourself too highly, keep humble        
and meek, but do maintain respectability by       
keeping yourself from becoming an idiot. Be       
smart in a humble, mature way.  

Join Them Without Really Joining Them 

Don’t be a kill-joy. Join them in their fun. How          
else are they going to like you if don’t join them           
in what they deem as fun. 

But don’t really join them. Never totally commit        
to a group or person no matter how good or nice           
they seem to be. Desire nothing, remember? No        
one should have a hold on you so you can easily           
entangle yourself once you see your time is        
up—enough bag-punching for now.  

For instance, it’s an organized group and you        
join in as member. Then, because you apply the         
principles here and they start liking you, they        
elect you as officer (this happend to me a lot).          
Will you consider or reject? 

Doing either—consider or reject—can make or      
break you, depending on how you handle your        
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likeability. Do not commit, so you may reject the         
offer. But you can also be an officer without         
committing anything. I mean, yes, you may       
commit to do this and that, but DO NOT GET          
CARRIED AWAY BY IT ALL. Especially, never       
think too highly of yourself because of it. 

Learn to detach emotionally. Anytime you need       
to bail out, you should do so without feeling hurt          
or hanging on to your glory. This attitude makes         
you more likeable to people instead of hanging        
desperately to your throne. It’s disgusting to see        
people so immaturely hold onto power even if        
everything points to self-abdication. People like      
you more if they see how you have the wisdom          
and self dignity to know when enough is enough.         
Moreover, this attitude prevents you from being       
held hostage by punchers. “You want me out?        
Okay, I’m out!”  

Loyalty without Compromising Truth 

Among things most people really hate seeing is        
a person too loyal to someone or something that         
he or she is willing to lie just to protect the           
person or thing involved.  

Everyone likes a loyal person and everyone also        
likes a truthful person. You should be both.        
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Never be a liar. Well, some people are liked a lot           
for telling lies—for loyalty’s sake—but liars end       
up eventually in an unlikeable place called hell,        
and no one likes it there, not even the people          
who liked you to tell lies for them. 

But there’s a way to be loyal and yet not          
compromise truth. There was this marketing      
director who worked for a company that made a         
serious error with its commission computation      
and the sales agents nationwide protested. The       
company owner counted on the marketing      
director to face the entire sales force and explain         
the company’s side.  

But the marketing director felt he owed it to the          
sales force to tell them the truth while at the          
same time he needed to stay loyal to the         
company. So what did he do? 

He told them the truth in person and apologized         
for the company. Then he assured them that he         
would personally request the company to do       
something about the commissions, assuring     
them all that the owner has their welfare in his          
heart.  
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Both the company and the sales force liked him         
more. Know and tell the truth and the truth will          
set you free.  

Always Agree  

Find a way to always agree without       
compromising your principles. What I mean is,       
you don’t have to always express dissent on        
minor things.  

Some people are too particular about their       
opinions that they insist on it even over casual or          
unimportant conversations, making themselves    
very unlikeable.  

For instance, you’re asked about putting sugar       
in coffee. “Coffee is better when a bit sweeter,         
don’t you think so?”  

You may disagree with this, but you really don’t         
have to. You can just say, “Yeah, a lot of people           
like their coffee a bit sweeter, and I guess it’s          
okay.”  

But others will insist on their opinion. They don’t         
know how to be polite in casual talks like this          
where you don’t have to fight for your rights or          
opinions. And anyway, nobody is really      
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interested about what you think, so why bother?        
Just be agreeable and likeable.  

There is a time to say no, especially if it’s a           
matter of principle or life or death. But in casual          
talks? Say, you’re invited to dinner and the host         
asks your opinion about hotdog with      
ketchup—and you know how he loves hotdogs       
with ketchup—but you express your own opinion       
anyway and tell him how you find hotdogs with         
ketchup the pits. 

I’m not exaggerating. Some people will take any        
trouble just to always express their own opinions        
or just to disagree. If you want to be likeable,          
just agree if it’s just some minor difference. 

Say, you really hate ketchup on hotdogs. Then        
just say, “I’ve always eaten hotdogs without       
ketchup but many folks I know do, and they just          
love it! Probably, I’m missing something really       
good?” 

What if your host tries one more on you and tells           
you to try it then? No problem. Just put ketchup          
on your hotdog and eat it. No big deal. It won’t           
make you break any law or send you to hell or           
kill you.  
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If your host sees you do it, he’ll feel good about           
himself. And he owes it to you. Then you have          
him in your control. You were the one who gave          
the favor, not him. You can then easily influence         
him to like you. This is just an example. You can           
apply this principle in other more serious       
instances. 

People—especially difficult people—are craving    
for appreciation. If you want their likes, give the         
appreciation to them without compromising your      
life principles. Once they hear the soothing       
words from you, you have them in your hands.         
You’d be surprised how some people will give        
you almost everything just to hear you admire        
them. But make sure your admiration is also        
sincere. There’s always a smooth way out of it         
all. Practice talking diplomatically and     
appreciatively but also honestly. 

When you have a person begin to like you so          
much, it would be easy to decline their requests         
once they ask something against your principles.       
They have developed the fear of losing you. A         
good listener who easily agrees and appreciates       
them sincerely is a rare gem. 

Be a Good Listener 
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Finally, always be a good listener. People like        
good listeners a lot! Those hungry for       
recognition and ego-feeding (and most people      
are) are easily attracted to good listeners. And if         
you couple your good listening with a good        
smile, you’re a killer. In fact they cling to you and           
get addicted to you. Your wish becomes their        
command.  

But never abuse or take advantage of them.        
Remain kind, sincere, polite, and humble.      
Remember, though our topic is how to be easily         
likeable to people, it’s not our ardent desire to be          
so. Desire nothing or no one. Our goal is just to           
further improve ourselves so we can become a        
much better person every day, wiser and       
meeker. 

There’s always a proper way out of problems. If         
you apply the principles here: 

1. Face the truth. Don’t pretend. 

2. Live a life of humility. 

3. Handle problems smartly but humbly. 

4. Desire nothing (no selfish ambition). 

5. Don’t take advantage of the weak. 
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6. Be loyal 

7. Be truthful 

Then, in every instance, it would be easy to be          
likeable to most people around you. 

Admittedly, not many will like you at first. But         
eventually, if you keep up a consistent good        
character, almost everyone will get to like you.  

Not all will be sold out for you, of course. People           
will like you in varying degrees.  

From a score of 1 to 10 (10 being the highest           
score), 4 out of 10 people would probably give         
you a score of 9. The rest will probably give you           
5 or 6. But seldom will anyone give you below 5           
if you live out daily the principles in this e-book. 
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Job Promotion 

How do you get that job promotion you’ve        
always wanted without engaging in office politics       
or having to overplease the boss? 

And how do you do it if you’re an         
undergraduate? 

Again, the solution is to improve yourself by        
reading. If you have the time and money to         
attend school or finish schooling, do so. But if         
you were like me who lost the opportunity for         
schooling, just read books. 

If you seriously read a lot of books, you’d see          
how your thinking capacity would double or triple        
and enable you to perform better than most        
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graduates or even those who have higher       
educational degrees. 

Don’t just try to excel in your field. Be well          
versed in speaking and writing as well. If you’re         
an IT (or your work is related to it), try to be            
good not only in it but also in expressing yourself          
eloquently both in written and spoken English. It        
will give you a lot of edge over others. 

It’s quite different if you are eloquent. Eloquence        
shapes you up for leadership because you have        
the skill to communicate ideas, move people to        
the right direction and coordinate their works,       
while others just have the skill to do their own          
jobs well. 

And eloquence is enhanced if you read a lot and          
train yourself to talk, as earlier discussed in this         
ebook. And if you keep yourself humble, smart        
and wise, you’d be easily liked by management        
and may promote you anytime. Not all experts        
are leaders. Be an expert leader. 

Even if you didn’t finish school, you still have the          
potential to be promoted in your company if you         
just be the best you can be---by reading. 
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And you better start it now. I started with         
Readers Digest, reading the magazine monthly      
issues from cover to cover, and studying its        
Word Power. And then I started reading other        
books.  

Who would think that I would end up a news          
feature writer of an international news agency       
(and my news articles saw print in major dailies         
here and abroad) when I failed my English        
subjects and had hopeless grammar? I was a        
dumb kid. 

And others also failed to finish school but made         
it big. 

For instance, Richard Branson, handled some      
500 companies, founder of the Virgin Group and        
is said to be worth $4.9 billion, said Forbes. But          
he dropped out of school at 15.  

The developer of Tumblr, David Karp, dropped       
out of school also at 15. The “supercomputer        
scientist,” Philip Emeagwali dropped out of      
school at 13 because of war in Nigeria. 

And look at these great men who never finished         
their schooling, according to richdad.com: 
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1. George Washington President of the United      

States 

2. Abraham Lincoln President of the United      

States 

3. Harry Truman President of the United States 

4. Grover Cleveland President of the United      

States 

5. Zachary Taylor President of the United States 

6. Andrew Johnson President of the United      

States 

7. John Glenn Astronaut, U.S. Senator 

8. Barry Goldwater U.S. Senator 

9. Benjamin Franklin U.S. Ambassador 

10.Winston Churchill Prime Minister of England 

 

Knowledge can make you easily likable to most 

people (hence, some men in the list above 

became presidents) so that you get a job 

promotion even if you’re an undergraduate.  

So start to read, read, read and read. 
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Conclusion 
Being easily likeable is about 80 percent good        
character, 15 percent smartness, and 5 percent       
looks. And when I say looks, I mean how your          
good character manifests in your facial      
expressions and body language, not really your       
good physical or facial looks. 

I learned that the key to being easily likeable         
especially to difficult or cruel people is your        
meekness. If you try to go over the stories of          
Joseph, Moses, Daniel, and Esther in the bible,        
you’d find how meekness played an important       
role in how they were easily liked by people,         
especially in authority. 
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Joseph rose to power through meekness. While       
he was meek, the power of God was with him to           
touch key people who were strategically      
positioned for his promotion.  

Moses was made meek by God in the desert         
before the people of Israel could like him and         
accept him as leader.  

Daniel always found favor with Babylonian and       
Persian kings. And Esther found favor in the        
eyes of a cruel king so easily.  

Well, not everyone will like you so much. But         
with the principles in this e-book, you may find         
even your worst detractors liking you a bit and         
that helps lessen their assaults on you. It’s been         
my experience. I’ve worked for many companies       
and saw myself amid terrible office politics.  

But by God’s grace, following the principles in        
this e-book, I earned the favor of my bosses and          
often found myself being promoted even if I        
didn’t have any diploma or school credentials to        
back it up. Godly character alone can work out         
your promotion. 

For instance, there was this sales department       
boss of the company I worked for as marketing         
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manager who had a tendency to be violent when         
terribly upset. And she clashed with my career        
partner who was marketing manager for another       
brand of the company.  

So this sales manager went up our office with a          
gun in her hand. When we were warned that she          
was on her way up the elevator, my partner and          
the two artists hurriedly grabbed their bags and        
went out (and went home) through the back door         
so they wouldn’t meet her.  

I stayed behind calmly in the office, thinking I         
had no problem with her whatsoever, so why        
should I be afraid. And anyway, I was ready with          
my martial arts training in case she became too         
quarrelsome—and I was ready with my prayer.  

Finally, she came, with one hand behind her        
back. That must be the hand that held the gun, I           
thought. She approached me and asked, “So,       
where is that good friend of yours?” 

“He went home,” I said casually, smiling, but        
watching her hand from the corner of my eyes. 

She told me how she hated the guy and would          
have no qualms shooting him at point blank or         
words to that effect.  
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Then she said, looking intently at me: “But        
you’re different. I like you. You’re humble and        
easy to get along with. Unlike that bastard! How         
do you manage to be his good friend? I can’t          
imagine how!” 

And that has been my experience in any        
company I worked with. Well, not every boss I         
worked for carried guns and aimed them at        
people. But I had a lot of difficult, cruel bosses. 

Take this other guy, my last example here. He         
owned the car accessory company where I was        
going to apply as marketing man, but when I         
was behind the door about to enter his office, I          
heard him scolding a salesperson to the max        
and cursing him with all his energy. He was         
really mad. So I said a quick prayer and God          
helped me assume a proper look. 

I went in smiling, looking professional, confident,       
but meek, and said “Good afternoon, sir!”       
calmly. With God, you can easily assume that        
look.  

Well, it worked. It was like a heavenly charm, an          
anointing of some kind. As soon as I entered his          
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office, his face changed and he smiled back at         
me. “Are you the applicant?” he asked. 

I extended my hand to shake his, smiled        
confidently again and said, “Yes sir!” Then I        
mentioned my name. Then he said: 

“You’re different huh! I was having a bad time         
because of bad, stupid reports from my sales        
force, and then you came and I saw your face,          
and instantly I felt peace. You’re something else.        
I like you. You can start tomorrow!” 

The important thing next to a look of confident         
meekness was that I desired nothing.      
Remember the principle in this e-book? Desire       
nothing.  

I didn’t desire to please him or get the job. I just            
asked the Lord to be with me. I had the attitude           
of, “So what if I don’t get this job? So what if he             
shouts at me and curses me?” I had no desire          
whatsoever except that the Lord be with me. 

How to be with the Lord Always 

This is the last lesson I want you to learn—but          
only if you want to.  
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The Lord has been behind all my successes in         
human relations. So, if you want to enjoy the         
Lord’s company always, I suggest you do this. If         
you don’t think this is for you, just ignore this          
lesson. 

To be with the Lord for good, you have to admit           
you are a sinner. God is holy. Though he wants          
to stay with you, his holy nature won’t make it          
possible. He’d stay out of your life. So, after         
admitting you’re a sinner who needs the Savior        
and Lord, Jesus Christ, (through a simple       
prayer) ask forgiveness of your sins and ask        
cleansing from all sin. Mean it.  

Then humbly receive Jesus Christ as your       
Savior and Lord and totally surrender your       
life—your all—to him. Say it to him verbally. He         
will enter your life then and never leave. Then         
you’re always with the Lord. 

Believe it. 

Then you have to talk to him always, whether in          
tight situations or not. Always study the bible        
and live-out every principle you find there. Live        
with God every day, every moment of your day.         
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If you should slip into sin, just repent sincerely         
and pronto and remain in Jesus. 

Now, being with the Lord can also mean facing a          
lot of troubles and more difficult people. Being        
with the Lord does not eliminate negatives in life.         
Negatives make you stronger and wiser. And       
anyway, as long as the Lord is with you, you          
lack nothing good, no matter how bad your        
surroundings are. 

“The Lord is my Shepherd, I shall not want.” 
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